7-Day Super Special
Featuring the Study of Prophecy

CDs, mp3s, DVDs, and Books
Savings Expire June 1, 2011

Unlocking the Treasure House of Prophecy!

Answers to your questions about:
* The 2300 days, 1335 days, 1290 days
* Dual applications
* The trumpets and their timing
* The truth of "Time no Longer"

Album of 7 Presentations on CDs - $26.95
Special $20.95 / mp3 $10.95

Click to Learn More - CDs
Click to Learn More - mp3

Fascinating Predictions or Unique Prophecies?

Biblical Interpretations by a respected teacher:
* The signature of God...
* Where the church went wrong...
* Dealing with the counterfeits...
* The true charisma...

Album of 10 Presentations on CDs - $36.95
Special $29.95 / mp3 $15.95

Click to Learn More - CDs
Bible Prophecy Seminar
Sponsored by the Michigan Conference

Principles of Interpretation applied to:
* SDA eschatology
* The validation of key dates
* The 1290 and 1335 Days
* The Validity of 666
* Much More!

Album of 15 presentations on CDs $49.95
Special $39.95 / mp3 $19.95

The House of Israel and Modern-Day Israel in Prophecy...
* Why God created Israel
* The restoration of Israel
* The remnant people in the Old Testament
* The remnant people in the New Testament

Album of 5 Presentations on CDs - $20.95
Special $16.95 / mp3 $8.95

The Future Destiny of the USA!
* Changing from the Lamb to a Beast
* Becoming an image to Roman hierarchy
* Devaluing of the Constitution
* Infliction of civil penalties

Album of 5 Presentations on CDs - $20.95
Special CDs $16.95 / mp3 $8.95
End-Time Challenges for God's People!

The New World Order and...
* The Prophecy of Revelation 13
* The U.S. Constitution
* The Christian Concern

Album of 6 Presentations on CDS - $23.95
Special $19.95 / mp3 $10.95

Click to Learn More - CDS
Click to Learn More - mp3

Prophetic Signs of His Imminent Coming

* In the heavens
* In the religious world
* In the civil government
* In the financial world
* Learn how we can be ready...
Don't "miss the boat" as people did in Noah's day!

Album of 5 presentations on CDs $20.95
Special $16.95 / mp3 $8.95 / DVD $34.95

Click to Learn More - CDs
Click to Learn More - mp3
Click to Learn More - DVD

A Crisis to be Considered...

* The past warnings of an economic crisis
* America's Christian dictatorship
* Hypnotism, Satan's weapon
* Jerusalem and the close of probation

Album of 9 Presentations on CDs - $33.95
Special CDs $26.95 / mp3 $13.95

Click to Learn More - CDs
Click to Learn More - mp3
A Message to God's People--Then and Now!

Keys to Understanding . . .

* Dual Prophecy for Today
* The Abomination of Desolation
* The Coming Tribulation

Album of 4 Presentations on CDs - $16.95
Special $14.95 / mp3 $7.95

Click to Learn More - CDs
Click to Learn More - mp3

A Comprehensive Book Covering the Prophesied Time of

1798 until the New Earth!

* A study from the Bible and the Spirit of Prophecy!

* What inspiration has to say about:
  --The Advent Movement in Prophecy
  --The Time-of-the-End Events

* A compilation of Ellen White’s writings connected to Bible texts for each subject.

* Prophecy charts

* Subject Index enhancing the value of this book.

* Much more than you might expect!

624 Pages - Hard Cover Book - $24.95
Special $19.95
Click to Learn More

ACM is committed to providing you with urgent, timely, Spirit-filled resources that will be a blessing to you in these last days. In our 36th year of supportive service to the Seventh-day Adventist Church, you can trust ACM, there’s no compromise here! To share this email with friends and loved ones, click on the “Forward Email” link below.
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